
Scientmc Thoories, Laws, and Principles
o

Motion

ttame' KQ oate:J
NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

U nderstand ing Form u las

Unit 2, Lesson 2: NeMon's Laws of

Formula: Force = masa x acceleratlon
orF=mxa

1. A boy pulls on a 50-kg wagon with a
constant force of 400 newtons. What is
the wagon's acceleration? Show your
work below.

Formula: Force = mass x acceleration
F=mxa

2. A cil has a mass of 3,000 kg and ac-
celerates at 6 m/s/s. The force acting
on the car is 

- 

m/sy's. Show your
work below.

Formula: Force = mass x acceleration
F=mxa

Problem:
F=3,000k9x6m/s/s

3. A force of 4,500 N acts on a car. The
acceleration ol the car is 3 m/s/s. What
is the mass of the car? Show your work
below.

Fomula: Force = mass x acceleration
F=mxa

Problem:m - 4'5oo N

3 m/ys

Ansuter: 5CD

4. A baseball hasa massof 0.20 kg.What
is the force on the ball if its acceleration
is 60 m/S/s? Show your work betow.

Formula: Force = mass x acceleration
F=mxa

Problem:
F = 0.20 kg x 60 m/s/s

Answer:
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Scientific Theoriep, Laws, and Principles

r't"r", KIl/ o",",
Unit 2, Losson 2: NeMon's Laws

NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

Applv
Matchlng

V 1. mass a. anychangeinthespeedordirectionofanobject
Q Z. brc. b. the tendency of objects to resist a change in their stateA' S. acceleration of motion

8 +. inertia c. a measurement of the amount of matter in an obiectq 5. lriction d. a lorce that resists motion
e. a push or pull

CD
ot Motion

Congtructod Response

r*t[;fi;il*i ffi
Work lt Out

A tennis ball has a mass of 0.10 kg. What is
the force on the ball if its acceleration is SO
m/ds? Show your work below.

V=rvtq

0.@q,6owlsL

5xt
Anewer:

Multiple Choice
1. lf two bike riders pedal with the same force, which rider will accelerate faster?

a. the strongest rider b. the rider moving the most mass

@ tne rider moving the least mass d. the rider with the best bike

2. You push on a wall and the wall pushes back with a force equal in strength to the lorce you
exerted according to

a. Newton's First Law of Motion b. Newton's Second Law of Motion

@ Newton's Third Law ol Motion d. Newton's Fourth Law of Motion
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Laws of Motion

WHICH LAWT
We're told that Sir Isaac Newton discovered some things about motion
when an apple dropped on his head. Whatever "force" was behind his
discoveries, we have benefited from his discoveries.
Here are his three laws of motion. You should be familiar with them.
Fill in the missing words in each of the three laws. Then tell which
law fits each example below.

Which law? First, Second, or Third?

\ r.

?

A frog leaping upward off his lily pad is pulled downward by gravity and lands on
another lily pad instead of continuing on in a straight line.

2. As the fuel in a rocket ignites, the force of the gias

expansion and explosion pushes out the
back of the rocket and pushes the
rocket forward.

When you are standing up in a subway

train, and the train suddenly stops, your
body continues to go forward.

After you start up your motorbike, as you
give it more gas, it goes faster.

A pitched baseball goes faster than one
that is gently thrown.

A swimmer pushes water back with her
arms, but her body moves forward.

As an ice skater pushes harder with his
leg muscles, he begins to move faster.

8. When Bobby, age 5, and his dad are
skipping pebbles on the pond, the
pebbles that Bobby's dad throws go

farther and faster than his.

'1. 4.

5.

6.

7.

?

1
,7,

9.

10.

When you paddle a canoe, the canoe goes forward.

A little girlwho has been pulling a

sled behind her in the snow is crying
because when she stopped to tie her
hat on, the sled kept moving and hit
her in the back of her legs.

Name

-*r**-*= 
tt*sT LAlv oF MoTIoN:

An object at fZlt staYs at -!-Gi]-

or an object that i5 Mu\f T9- at a

"'iiri' 
in a straight' \tne keePs

ilr,ne ut, *rat $wefl unless another

6fC' acts on it'

rnake an object.h;.- needed 
to

Iepends 
*,h,,- ;;;::: 

its spcd
ana g.,rQ(.tllioffi

-*r***--nt*, LA'w oF MoTIoN:

: 
-^..^^, 

AfJtglo, force)' there is an

For every r"/wt' !

'Wt"6 o{rsik action (or force)'
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WHAT,S YOUR MOTION IQ?
Do you know the difference between velocity and inertia? . . . acceleration and rate? . . . speed and
velocity?...gravityandcentripetal force?...momentumandinertia?...frictionandairresis-
tance? If you have those all straight, you'll be able to tellwhich is operating in each of these exam-
ples. Choose from the list of terms. A term may be used more than once.

1. A car hits a tree and doesn't stop, but keeps going until it's severely damaged. \trhy? Ttnefha
2. When a space capsgle-returns to Earth after a mission, it glows red-hot as it enters the atmos-

phere because o1 tt\(-tlo+
3. Mark and his friends love the Terminator roller coaster because of its two 360' loops. Nobody

falls out when the cars are upside-down because of C0uttYVdd {OtCZ

rate
distance
inerLia

centri petol force
gravity
friction
valo city

&cceleY^tion
air vesistanco

momewt,/(m

12. The snqwbo4rd sits at the bottom of the hill, unmoving, until Andrea gfets on it and pushes it
along. AtA14 kept it from moving.

4. Josh and Ramon head toward each other on their
rollerblades at the same, breakneck speed. But, because
they are going opposite directions, they do not share the
same velcctfi,

5. The bladgrof an ice skate melts the ice beneath it and
reduces lYtt h*^

6. Joleen shoots an arrow at a target many feet away, but the
arrow curves toward the groFnd before it gets to the target,
due to the force of Aft,Ut$V

T. The steek shape or uTrur.al "dur"N 
(Lt6&ftffto*,

greater speeds. Coirt A*-,)
8. A pool player hits the eight ball which slams into a second

ball. The eight ball stops, but the second ball goes fonruard,
because or (y\Ovt^fruf.tr'ln.

9. MichaelwAxes his skis so they'll go faster. He's reducing the
force of tnff on

10. Scott falls off his skateboard. He comes to a crashing stop
against the sidewalk, but his skateboard rolls on because of
t^{,{v0\-

11. Showing off, Megan swings a bucket of water around in t A

,^-l','-11';xi',',1*YlT,:xll':i*"^i:t^Y!l#%r.

13. Jim's little sister isn't swinging very high, so he gives her a huge push to get her higher. This
shows an increase in Aq( fil{frO,.\
Kate drops her math paper out of her second floor bedroom window to share with her friend,
Evan, who is waiting below. It takes a really long time for the paper to get down to him
because of O"l( QS\ffiqCL.
Tom bragged to Tara that he watched a centipede crawl the whole length of his room in the
time he did his homework. His room is 16 feet long and his homework took 2.5 hours, so
he's saying the ceptipede traveled at 6.4 feet per hour. What characteristic of motion has he
calculated? f C Y

Name

14.

15.
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Scientilic Theories, Laws, and Principles

UNIT 2: SCIENTIFIC LAWS

Unit 2, Lesson 2: NeMon's Laws of Motion

Lesson 2: Newton's Laws of Motion
Laws of Motion

Newton's !-aws of Motion explain the re-
lationship between force and motion.

The Act ol Moving

Motion is the act ol moving from one place
lo another. lsaac Newton is the English scientist
who stated the three Laws ol Motion in 1687. The
Laws were named atter him.

. The First Law (Law ol lnertia) states an ob-
iect at rest stays at rest until acted upon by
another force; it stays in motion in a straight
line at a constant speed until acted upon
by another force. (lf a ball is not moving, it
will stay that way until some force makes it
move.)

. The Second Law (Lav, of Acceleration)
states that acceleration produced by a force
on a body is directly proportional to the mag-
nitude of the net force, is in the same direc-
tion as the force, and is inversely proportion-
al to the mass of the body. (lf two bike riders
pedal with the same force, the rider moving
less mass accelerates faster. )

. TheThird Law (Law of Action and Reac-
tion) states that for every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction. (A boy jumps
on a trampoline. The action force is the boy
pushing down on the trampoline. The reac-
tion force is the trampoline pushing up on the
boY.)

Newton and You

Newton's Laws of Motion ex-
plain how most sports happen, includ-
ing skateboarding, skiing, and dirt bike
racing.

Sir lsaac Newton (1642-1727\, is re-
sponsible lor developing the Laws of
Motion.

My three
laws apply
to anything
that moves.
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Scientmc Thaories, kws, and Principles

NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

Knowledge Builder

Mass

Mass is a measurement ol the amount of
matter (stuff) in an object. The greater the mass of
an object, the more inertia it has.

Example: The mass ol a bowling ball is greater
than the mass of a tennis ball.

Friction

Frlctlon is a lorce that resists motion. Fric-
tional forces are forces that act in a direction op-
posite to motion. Friction occurs when one object
slides over another object. The larger the mass ol
an object, the greater the friction.

Example: A heavy box is ditficult to push across a
carpeted floor. lt resists the sliding movement.

Unit 2, Le*son 2: NeMon's Laws o, Motion

Force

Force is a push or a pull. Force
appears in pairs and can be either
balanced or unbalanced. Balanced
lorces produce no change in the mo-
tion of an object. They are equal in
size and opposite in direction. Unbal-
anced forces produce a change in the
motion of an obiect in the direction of
the greatest force.

Example: When the forces are bal-
anced in a game of tug of war, the flag
in the center of the rope will not move.
When the forces are unbalanced, the
flag in the center of the rope will move
in the direclion of the greatest force.

First Law ol Motion: The Law of lnertia

Objects do not start or stop by themselves.
An object at rest, or not moving, tends to stay at rest.
A moving object tends to keep moving in a straight
line until it is affected by a force to stop it. A force is
a push or a pull.

Push your empty desk. lt moves, and then
stops. Why? Friction. Frictional lorces act in the di-
rection opposite to your push. lf you put wheels un-
der your desk legs, it moves farther with the same
push because of less friction. lf there were no fric-
tion or other force (like a wall at the other side ol
the room) acting against your push force, the desk
would move forever. This tendency to keep moving
is called inertia, and it depends on the mass of the
object. A chair will move faster with the same push
than the desk. The desk has more mass, so it takes
more force to move the desk.

lnertla

Another way to state Newton's
First Law of Motion is that all obiects
have inertia. lnertia is the tendency
of objects to resist a change in their
state of motion. The greater an ob-
ject's mass, the greater its inertia and
the larger the force needed to over-
come the inertia.

Example: A car drives nexl to a semi
truck, both lraveling at 65 miles per
hour. lf both drivers slam on the brakes
at the same time, the car will stop in
a relatively short distance while the
semi truck will travel much lurther be-
lore it stops.
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Scientfic Thoories, Laws, ard Principles

NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

Knowledge Builder

Acceleratlon

Acceleratlon is any change in the speed or
direction of an object.

Example: Throughout a roller-coaster ride, speed
and direction change.

Mass

Mass is a measurement of the amount of
matter (stuff) in an object.

Example: The mass of an elephant is greater than
the mass of a mouse.

Force

Force is a push or a pull.

Example: Pushing a shopping cart

A Newton

The unit for measuring force, honoring Sir
lsaac NeMon, is called a newton, abbreviated N. ln
the metric system, one newton of force is needed to
accelerate one kilogram of mass at the rate of one
meter per second per second (1 N = 

.l kg.m/sec/sec).

Unit 2, Lesson 2: NeMon's Laws ol Motion

Second Law of Motion:The Law of Acceleration

The Second Law explains the relationship
between acceleration, mass, and force. Accelela-
tion depends on the mass of an object and the
force pushing or pulling the object.

. Large mass, small acceleration

. Small mass, large acceleralion

. Large force, large acceleration

. Small force, small acceleration

F=lflId

The relationship between ac-
celeration, mass, and force can be
written as an equation.

Force = mass x acceleration
Or F=mxa

The equation can be rearranged to
find acceleration or mass. The circle
shows you how to do this:

Divide F by m to find acceleration.
Divicle F by a to find mass.
Multiple a by m to find force.

Example: ll you exert a force of 10 N
on a S-kg object, what will its accel-
eration be?

Problem: a- 1oN
5kg

Answer: a = 2 m/s/s
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Scientific Thoories, Laws, and Principles

NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

Knowledge Builder

Unit 2, Lesson 2: NeMon's Laws o, Motion

Third Law of Motion: The Law of Action and Reaction

Nervton'sThird Law

NeMon discovered that {orces never
occur alone. They occur in pairs. One force
always produces another force. Newton
called the first force the action. He called
the second force the reaction. His discover-
ies became the Third Law of Motion. For
every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction.

Example: An ice skater moves ahead on
slippery ice. Her skates cul into the ice. Her
leg muscles push backward (action force)
against the ice. The ice pushes fonrvard (re-
action force) on her skates. The result is the
greater speed at which the skater moves.

Balanced and Unbalanced Forces

Force is a push or a pull. Force appears in
pairs and can be either balanced or unbal-
anced. Balanced forces produce no change
in the motion ol an object. They are equal in
size and opposite in direction. Unbalanced
forces produce a change in the motion of an
object in the direction of the greatest force.

Exampb:fwo people are pushing (Iorce) a
box toward each other at opposite ends. The
box will not move because of the balanced
force.

Exampb:fwo people are pushing (force) a
box toward one person. The box will move
because the forces are unbalanced.

Action Force

A lorce (push or pull) that causes an-
other equal but opposite force is called an
action force.

Example: When you sit on a stool, you
push down on the seat. Your push is the
action force. The reaction force is the stool
pushing up on you. The direction of your
force is downward.
The direction of the
stool's force is up-
ward. lf the force of the
stool did not exist, you
would fall 1o the floor.
It takes two objects to
make opposing forces.
You and the stool form
an action and reaction
Pair.

Reaction Force

A force (push or pull) caused by an action
force is a reaction force.

Example: ll you kick a soccer ball, you will
feel an impact when your foot hits the ball.
The impact is
the ball push-
ing back on
your foot. ln the
picture, the ac-
tion force is the
boy's kick on
the soccer ball.
The reaction
force is the im-
pact of the ball
on the boy's
foot.
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